India captain Mahendra Singh Dhoni refused to give an indication whether he will retire ground, bounced the question back at the media and asked them to "do research". This was a straight slap on the media's face. I loved the answer. Bravo Dhoni.

Yuvraj Singh's father Yograj Singh held Indian captain MS Dhoni behind the MS Dhoni.

Test retirement mystery: 10 questions to MS Dhoni. Will he answer and put an end to the controversy.

Aptitude and Reasoning Question and Answers · General Knowledge Question and Answers · Puzzles · Interview Question and Answers · Technical Question. MS Dhoni: I thought that question would be answered later, but it's the first one. Even before the start of the

A very interesting answer. It's up to you guys. Calling MS Dhoni an "inspiration" on the day he retired from Test cricket, Rahul Dravid "One thing I will say is Virat is willing to learn, he asks questions, he's Excellent comments and to the point answers from the Test King RD about MSD.
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